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Message from the CEO
Welcome to the first issue of Comdain
Connect, our newsletter for the Comdain
Infrastructure team.
Why are we starting a newsletter? There’s
a few reasons. Firstly, I am passionate
about teamwork and working together,
and communication is a key part of this.
Secondly, we are all a part of Comdain
and we all play a role in contributing to
the company’s success. But we have four
business operations located in a number of
different areas, so a newsletter is a good way of communicating across our
whole business.
The purpose of this newsletter is to share what’s happening across our
company and provide important information about where we are heading
as a business and how we are progressing. The newsletter will also profile
what some of our staff are doing – a regular feature will be interviews with
members of the Comdain team as you’ll see on page seven.
I’ve been in this role now for just over six months and during that time
we’ve achieved a lot. We’ve all been busy and there’s a lot going on at
Comdain Infrastructure - we’re on a positive journey upward, things are
generally going to plan and we are on track. I’m particularly pleased with
how things are progressing on three fronts.
Firstly, we are taking some big steps forward improving our internal
systems and processes. This is crucial as we need a solid ‘internal’
foundation upon which we can build our growth.
Secondly, we are aggressively targeting growth opportunities and have
been very successful recently. But we are not just shooting for anything we are working to a clear plan and are very focused. I’m excited about the
great opportunities around the corner, some of which you can read about
on page eight.
Finally, we are continuing to deliver our work and projects successfully
and safely. There’s a snapshot of what’s happening in each of our
business units on pages four and five.
A highlight for me has been some of the fantastic feedback we’ve
received from our clients. Keeping our clients happy and exceeding
their expectations is a key part of all our jobs. We should be proud of
these achievements and never lose sight of the importance of our core
operations - especially while we grow.
I hope you find Comdain Connect interesting and valuable. This newsletter
will be produced every two months initially and I welcome any feedback that
you may have – I want this newsletter to be the best it can be.
We have an exciting year ahead of us as we take the next step towards
becoming a bigger and more successful business. I recognise that this
will mean some change, but I ask that you embrace this as a positive step
forward for all of us.
Keep up the good work,

Russell Zimmerman, CEO
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Our strategic plan
vision and mission

VISION

Comdain Infrastructure has a clear plan defining
where we are heading as a business and how we will
get there. It’s important to have a plan, as having no
plan is a plan to fail!

EXTERNAL LANDSCAPE

MISSION

The framework for our strategic plan is shown here
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Comdain Infrastructure’s vision is to become a top tier
infrastructure construction and services business in the
energy and water sectors.
What does this mean? ‘Top tier’ means that we aim to
take a lead role in the projects we deliver, we will perform
programme/project management roles as well as doing the
hands-on work in the field, and we will seek to undertake
larger and more significant projects.
Over the next three years we have set ourselves the
ambitious, but achievable, target of doubling the size of our
business.
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Our mission is an explanation
of what we want to achieve. It
supports our vision by providing
some more detail about what we
mean by our vision.

Comdain Infrastructure’s mission is to:
Provide excellent customer service and retain our existing
customer contracts; and
Strategically grow the business by diversifying the services
that we offer and by progressively expanding our operations
across Eastern Australia.
The key messages from our mission statement are that we want
to continue to deliver our work exceptionally well and keep our
customers happy but at the same time grow our business.
The Comdain Infrastructure Leadership Team and Board
reviews the strategic plan annually and will do so again before
May. It is unlikely the ‘big picture’ plan will change, however
the annual review will add detail supporting the plan, as well
as developing more detailed functional plans (ie. a plan for
each business unit).
As a part of this upcoming planning process, the Leadership
Team will be seeking input from a number of staff across the
business. Once finalised, Comdain Infrastructure’s CEO, Russell
Zimmerman, will be visiting sites across the business and
talking further to employees about the plan.
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Our vision is a description of
what we’d like to become in
the long term. It’s a concise
statement of where we are
heading as a business.

EXTERNAL LANDSCAPE
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In this issue we provide an overview of our vision
and mission. In coming issues, we will progressively
cover the other parts of the plan.

VISION

CRITICAL SUCCESS
FACTORS

VALUES

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURES
FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS

Focus on

Next issue: read about our values,
critical success factors and our
four objectives to reach Comdain
Infrastructure’s vision
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Our operations
Irrigation

Victorian Gas
An update from Alex
Marshall, General
Manager Irrigation,
on Comdain
Infrastructure’s newest
business operation.

Our Irrigation business unit was established in April 2009 on the
back of our FutureFlow success. The first nine months has been
very exciting with a large volume of work won in northern Victoria
and many other opportunities emerging nationally. A large team
of people across all parts of Comdain Infrastructure are to be
commended for the excellent work that has been delivered, and also
for establishing a new office, IT and systems for operation.
The irrigation construction work so far has been for NVIRP, a
government body that has been established for modernising
Goulburn-Murray Water’s irrigation scheme. To date the team based
around Shepparton has delivered 14 major regulator upgrades, 394
automated regulator gates, 3km of plastic lining and 160 meter
installations. The peak workload for 2009 irrigation upgrades was
during winter when there is no requirement to supply water to
the farmers. Our crews worked in all areas of irrigation upgrades
including channel lining installation, channel automation and meter
installation. During our peak operations, we had in excess of 250
people working on these projects. The highly variable work load
and need to change rapidly has provided many challenges and our
success has been due to the dedication of our team and the help we
have had from across the business.
2010 looks to be equally exciting for Irrigation. We are currently
working on meter installations for NVIRP, and we have also recently
put some workforce back into FutureFlow to assist with their close
out activities. Further works are currently being tendered for
significant opportunities with NVIRP during winter this year.
The hard work and commitment of all of our staff during 2009
has established our business as a leader in large scale irrigation
construction. From this foundation we are now ready to launch into
2010. This will be our year to expand, leveraging our reputation
and experience. We are currently tendering and developing local
opportunities, as well as some large packages of work that are being
released in southern NSW and Tasmania.

Doug Prow, Operations
Manager, provides an
update on activity
from our Victorian
Gas operations.
As we commence 2010 we are entering our 14th year of the
operations and maintenance contract with APA Victoria Networks.
APA is Australia’s largest transporter of natural gas, delivering more
than half of Australia’s annual gas use through its infrastructure
and is obviously one of our key clients. We have just successfully
completed the SAI Global Triennial Audit on both Quality and OH&S
Systems on our contract with APA. Our performance targets for this
contract – which cover safety, attendance, quality and unit costs – are
also on track.
We had a significant change to our business operations in 2009
when the Brisbane gas operations were combined with the other
Brisbane operations to form one stand-alone, state-based business
unit. This change was effective from the start of July.
In terms of growth, our Victorian Gas business has a few interesting
projects on the go. The SP Ausnet Gas Network upgrade program,
valued at $2.5 million, is in progress and the feedback we have
received on our performance from SP Ausnet has been very positive.
We have ongoing projects including APA Gasnet Epping, Wyndham
Vale City Gates, Unibolt Phase 2 and Metering Station Upgrades, with
a total project value of approximately $170,000. The Melbourne
University Gas Network upgrade, total project value $385,000, has
commenced and is progressing well. We are also commencing a
project in late January with Comdain Civil, for the SP Ausnet Leakes
Rd Tarneit mains reinforcement, a project valued at $204,000. As
you see, it is a busy start to the year for us.
Over the course of 2010 we will be focusing on expanding our
core maintenance operations, developing and growing our gas
transmission capabilities and aligning the business with APA
nationally.
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Victorian Civil
Simon Maher, General
Manager Civil, discusses
recent highlights and
what’s ahead in 2010.
The end of 2009 saw the completion of
quite a few projects the Civil team were
working on. FutureFlow, the alliance with
Goulburn-Murray Water, Comdain, SKM and Transfield Services, successfully
completed the $283 million project on time and on budget, meeting the
project’s objectives to dramatically improve the efficiency of the irrigation
system and deliver 94 GL of water savings. The project received several
awards – you can read about these on page eight.
We also successfully completed the M205 main replacement for
Melbourne Water’s Alliance at Reservoir. This involved the installation of
large diameter mains through very congested areas; an extremely difficult
and high-risk project that demonstrated our expertise and skills, and
ability to work collaboratively with our clients and deliver under difficult
circumstances. Other projects completed included: the abandoning and
grouting of five kilometres of water mains through built up residential
areas of Pascoe Vale and Coburg; the construction of one kilometre of
transmission gas pipeline for the Geelong Bypass in conjunction with
our Victorian Gas business unit; and the completion of one kilometre of
pipeline for Yarra Valley Water at Craigieburn.
We are nearing the completion of the River Avenue residential subdivision
at Plenty. Works are due for handover by early February, with only final
landscaping works to be completed. We are also currently working on the
RMIT Bundoora Sports Fields, where we are installing a large underground
storm water storage tank, a pump station, and associated water pipelines
and electrical works.
We have recently won three new major projects. We secured the first
project awarded from the Barwon Water Alliance, the Barwon Heads and
Ocean Grove sewer rising main. This project will commence in late January
and is to be completed by May 2010. Excitingly, we have also been
awarded our first project within the treatment sector, with the Gisborne
Recycled Water Treatment Plant Upgrades, a project with one of our key
clients, Western Water. This project commenced in early January and is to
be completed by July 2010. Finally, we secured a section of the M9 main
for Melbourne Water’s Alliance. This project involves the construction
of two kilometres of 1200mm diameter pipe through residential and
commercial areas of Coburg.
In 2010, Victorian Civil will be looking to grow our capital works program
and be the partner of choice for our chosen clients. We will also be
focusing on developing further opportunities in the treatment and
distribution sectors of the water industry. Another key area of focus for
2010 will be enhancing the skills of our people.

Queensland
Shane Bulloch,
Queensland State
Manager, gives us
the low down on
the sunshine state.
Comdain Infrastructure’s Queensland business is responsible for gas
and water across south-east Queensland, currently serving an area
of 8,250 km2 or less than 0.5 per cent of the state. We have 61 staff
and our major clients include Queensland Urban Utilities (formerly
Brisbane Water), Moreton Bay Regional Council, APA Gas Networks,
Stockland, Gold Coast Water, Thiess John Holland and Abigroup.
Highlights for 2009 within the business included securing larger
projects, reducing our reliance on subcontractors by performing more
work in house, improving the business efficiency in delivering gas
services, and securing the APA insertions contract for the first time.
We are currently working on several major projects including: services
relocations on Australia’s largest road infrastructure project, Airport
Link; 15 kilometres of insertions in six months for APA; and Stockland’s
North Lakes sewer rising main, RM2. We are currently tendering
for the Elanora Treatment Plant for Gold Coast Water, which has a
project value of approximately $20 million, along with other projects
for Queensland Urban Utilities, Moreton Bay Regional Council and
Sunshine Coast Water.
There is significant growth potential and opportunities for both the
gas and civil parts of our business in Queensland in 2010. This is
due to several reasons including population growth in the area,
consolidation of the water sector in Queensland and restructuring
within APA Gas Networks. There are also opportunities to grow the
business within the coal seam gas industry, within water treatment
and in new geographic regions.
In 2010 we have several key areas of focus. We will be consolidating
our business capability platform and improving both efficiency and
productivity. Securing work in a highly competitive market will be
a key challenge and we will be focusing on renewing long term
contracts in both the gas and water market.
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Our people
Welcome to the team: our new starters
Welcome to the following people who joined Comdain Infrastructure between August and December last year.
New Starters

Business Unit

Title

Start Date

Sam Gadd
Roopa Gulanti
Shane McCarthy
John Purcell
Mahiri Subha
Matthew Hughes
Michael Hollywood
Michael Snowden
Maurice Brown
Matthew Distefano
Kylee Harvey
Michael Narramore
Peteli Afoa
Kevin Ganderton
Ross Harms
Paul Mann
Gary Turner
Murray Walsh
Andrew Beare
Alan Gill
Ian Johnston
Matthew Lomas
Christine Przibilla

Corporate Services
OH&S Officer 	Aug
Corporate Services 	Administration Assistant 	Aug
Irrigation
Labourer 	Aug
Growth
Business Development Manager 	Aug
Corporate Services 	Assistant Administrator 	Aug
Corporate Services
Systems Administrator
Sep
Irrigation
Labourer
Sep
Victorian Gas
Labourer
Sep
Queensland
Plant Operator
Oct
Victorian Civil
Labourer
Oct
Corporate Services
Strategic Mng Accountant / Business Performance Mng
Oct
Queensland
Crew Leader
Oct
Queensland
Labourer 	Nov
Queensland
Labourer 	Nov
Queensland
Labourer 	Nov
Queensland
Labourer 	Nov
Queensland
Plant Operator 	Nov
Growth
Proposals / Bid Manager	Nov
Queensland
Plant Operator
Dec
Queensland
Project Engineer
Dec
Irrigation
OH&S Officer
Dec
Queensland
Labourer
Dec
Queensland
OH&S Environmental & Quality Manager
Dec

We would like to thank Angelo Orlando, Antonio Pontinelli and Nick Trenveski, who retired from our Victorian Gas business in August last year.
Between them they had 88 years of service! We wish them all the best for their retirement.

On the move
Corporate office moves to Epping
On Friday 13 November last year, Comdain Infrastructure’s corporate office in
Victoria made the big move from Fairfield to Epping. Despite the auspicious date,
the move went smoothly.
The office move was prompted by the growth of the our business, which had expanded
beyond the capacity of the existing office at Fairfield. The move also means that our
corporate staff are now working in the same location as our civil operation.
The Epping office comprises a new office for corporate and we are in the process
of expanding the existing civil offices upstairs to cater for further growth. We now
have around 34 team members located in the Epping offices, including both the
corporate and Victorian Civil business unit staff.
The Comdain Homes and Development team are remaining at Fairfield and this
will continue to be their main office.
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Talking with...

Talking with...

Rio Heather

Gary Johns

Title Crew Leader 54 Gas

Title Foreman

Area of the business: Queensland

Area of the business: Victorian Civil

Years with Comdain: Five years

Years with Comdain: On February 2nd

I will commence my 25th year

What does a typical day at Comdain involve for you?

What does a typical day at Comdain involve for you?

The day starts when my alarm goes off at 4.30am! I
spend my days organising the crew and equipment,
involved in customer service, meeting timelines, preparing
budgets, and completing paperwork

Getting away from the Mrs! Only joking – my day
involves working with and leading a great bunch of guys

What do you like most about your role?

Working with the great guys in the ‘Gasbangers Crew’ to
complete the job on time and safely
What originally drew you to Comdain?

It’s a growing company with promising career
opportunities
What do you like doing when you’re not at work?

Spending time with my wife and four children, and
fishing
What will you be cooking or eating tonight?

Roast pork and vegies
And if you could pick four people to join you for dinner
tonight who would they be?

My architect, builder, interior decorator and bank
manager!
What’s your favourite sporting moment?

Queensland winning four series in a row for State of
Origin
Where would you go if you had the chance for an all
expenses paid holiday?

What do you like most about your role?

Facing a challenge - co-ordinating and organising all the
necessary activities to make sure the job runs smoothly
What originally drew you to Comdain?

I was originally a brikkie, and I wanted to have a go at
another trade
What do you like doing when you’re not at work?

Fishing, golf, and drinking Cascade Light
What will you be cooking or eating tonight?

My wife ‘Chookie’ does most of the cooking… and the
cleaning, washing, vacuuming, etc. I think we are on for
fish tonight
And if you could pick four people to join you for dinner
tonight who would they be?

Suzie Quattro is first on the list, followed by Tom Coen,
Peter Stirling and Alfie Langer (haven’t met him yet!)
What’s your favourite sporting moment?

Running the water for the Epping seconds in the 2008
Preliminary Final
Where would you go if you had the chance for an all
expenses paid holiday?

Rarotonga, Cook Islands

Either Fiji or NZ – Chook and I are heading there next
year for our 30th wedding anniversary

Favourite quote or motto in life?

Favourite quote or motto in life?

‘It’ll be right!’

I started out with nothing… and I still have most of it left
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Our safety performance

Our growth

Over the last six months – 1 July to 31 December 2009
Comdain Infrastructure has completed approximately 360,000
working hours across all business units. During that time one lost
time injury and three medically treated incidents were recorded.

Success stories and opportunities

Relevant information has been sourced for these incidents from
the various divisions and the results have been viewed for the
nature and the scope of work involved, for example, did the
incident occur in a metro high density area, or a rural area?

Comdain Infrastructure’s Business Development team plays a
key role in delivering the growth of our business. Primarily it is
the team who analyses the markets we operate in, the clients
and the opportunities, and works with the operational teams to
secure our growth. This may take the form of major contracts,
identifying and targeting new markets, new services, and
geographic expansion.

The lost time injury was a ‘slip and trip’ resulting in a strain to
the employee’s left knee. The three medical treatment incidents
consisted of a knee injury, superficial burns and a tick removal
from the head. None of these three incidents resulted in lost time.

In each issue of Comdain Connect an overview of our growth
success stories and opportunities will be presented.

Whilst we recorded no major incidents for the period, these still
serve as a reminder of the potential for accidents with a far more
serious outcome.

Late last year Comdain Infrastructure secured:

Success stories
Our first major wastewater treatment project. This is exciting as
it is a breakthrough in our growth strategy into a new market.
The first major project that was released to the market from
the Barwon Water Alliance (sewer rising mains). This places
us in a unique position for future work with the Alliance.

Our new brand
Upcoming launch
Last year we embarked
on an exciting project
to refresh Comdain’s
brand to reflect our new
strategic direction. Our
new brand makes a bold statement about our strength as a
leading infrastructure construction and services business.
Rolling out a new brand is a huge task and we have been
developing and preparing materials to support the launch of our
new brand, internally and externally. From early February you
will begin to see some of this new branded material, including:
Email signatures
Screensavers
Powerpoint presentation templates
Printed stationery - business cards , letterhead & envelopes
Site & vehicle signage
Uniforms
Full guidelines for our brand are also being developed and
will be made available to those who require them. For further
information on the roll out of Comdain Infrastructure’s new brand
please contact Nicole Markwick on nmarkwick@comdain.com.au.

A key role in the Queensland Moreton Bay construction
panel when it recently went to market, having delivered
diverse successful projects for them over the past few years.
Regular works with NVIRP to deliver critical irrigation
modernisation works across Northern Victoria.

Growth opportunities
We are currently chasing a number of major opportunities that
are critical to our growth, including:
Several potential projects in the irrigation sector, each worth
more than $100 million. These projects are located in
Tasmania, Northern Victoria and NSW.
A major waste water treatment plant opportunity and a
major gas transmission pipeline project in Queensland.
Diverse opportunities in Queensland with the newly formed
water distribution companies.
SP AusNet and APA gas network maintenance, renewal and
capital work.
Major on-going opportunities with the Melbourne Water
and Barwon Water alliances for our Victorian Civil business,
as well as targeting further penetration of the water /
wastewater treatment market.

And the winner is... Comdain Infrastructure
Comdain Infrastructure has been honoured
in several industry awards in 2009 for its
work on FutureFlow, a Goulburn-Murray
Water Alliance. We have been involved in
the $283 million FutureFlow alliance since
its inception in February 2008.

(projects over $20 million). Judges
commented that the project set new
industry benchmarks for what could be
achieved in an irrigation shutdown period
– a tribute to the Comdain Infrastructure
employees working on this project.

The FutureFlow Alliance took out the
prestigious Victorian Engineering
Excellence Awards for Infrastructure

Alesha Printz, one of Comdain
Infrastructure’s project managers who
worked on the FutureFlow Alliance, was also

This newsletter is printed on 100% post consumer recycled paper with vegetable based inks.

awarded the Young Professional Engineer of
the Year award at the Engineering Australia
(Victorian division) Awards.
FutureFlow was also awarded with 2009
Victorian Infrastructure Project Award at
the Australian Water Association (AWA)
Victorian Awards for Excellence. The
project will go through to the national
AWA awards to be announced in March.

